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Don’t Get Lost In History
Once upon a time there was this crusty old Irishborn frontiersman that went by the name of John George
"Kootenai" Brown. Kootenai was off camping and
trappin’ (as you do when you’re a pioneer) in the
Waterton Lakes area when he noticed some black stuff
seeping out of a lake the Natives referred to as ‘Stinking
Waters’.
Kootenai soaked up the oil in gunnysacks and used it to
lubricate the wheels of his wagon and to fuel his lamps.
He also created a device to siphon out the oil. He’d then
barrel it, selling it to his neighbors for $1 a gallon.
This was in the early 1900’s and the first time anyone
had sold oil in Alberta. 1902 brought along Alberta’s
first big ‘boom’.
Other booms followed in 1914 and 1936. But it wasn’t
until 1947 when a major strike in Leduc that oil and gas
replaced agriculture as the province’s economic driver.
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Back in 1903 the boom was in full swing. Both honest
business folks and speculators poured in. They gathered and
began building ‘Oil City’ in hopes of the pumping oil
derricks. Canada’s first ‘discovery well’ extracted 300
barrels per day.
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December’s HOT Investment
Your estimated return is 21%+ annually

Incredible New Property
Another outstanding GSI deal

Turbo charge your portfolio. Classic Bungalow Beauty: 4
bdrm, 2 baths in Ormsby Place, West Edmonton. Wonderful
mature area, with nearby access to Ring Road and W.E.M.
Poised for massive growth. This 1978 built 1132 sq ft home
rents for top dollar and has everything arranged, including
incredible tenants. Your investment includes: financial
analysis, inspection, insurance, financing-set up, legal fees,
basic accounting, reserve fund, CMA, down payment, annual
statements, market timing and much more!
Purchase price $384K Total investment $67K

“Get into action and realize secure, long-term profits”
Give us a call to secure this property now!
Toll Free: 1-888-780-5940 Direct: 81-28-638-4155

Already producing a great RETURN.
Visit glennsimoninc.com for the full FEATURE sheet.
Please see Don’t Let History Leave You …on page 2
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Don’t Let History Leave You Behind
Article by Glenn Simon Inc.

Ihe

oil was the traditional kind that pumped and spurted
out of the ground but turned to a trickle in 1908. ‘Oil
Town’ was abandoned and the search for new oil in
Alberta was on.
Throughout the decades millions of dollars were made
from various oil fields. People came and settled in the
province. By the 1950’s more than half of Western
Canada’s population-1.3 million, lived in Alberta.

“Dear Lord, please give me another oil boom and I
promise not to blow it”.
Remember that bumper sticker? Quite often there are
more reasons of why not to do something then there
are of why to. After careful research has been
conducted and facts are solid, folks that act like
Kootenai and seize the moment are the true
frontiersmen.
No one remembers the folks who missed the boom;
history remembers those who made it.

Everyone knew the oil was there, but not gushing- it was
locked in the earth. Leaps in technology have been the key
to the oil sands and they have become increasingly
profitable and sought after. One hundred years later and
we’re in the position of maintaining growth, can better
understand how to extract the oil efficiently and global
thirst for oil is at a paramount.

Enterprise is Better Than Ease
By Jim Rohn, motivational author and speaker
If we are involved in a project, how hard should we
work at it? How much time should we put in?
Our philosophy about activity and our attitude about
hard work will affect the quality of our lives. What we
decide about the rightful ratio of labor to rest will
establish a certain work ethic.
That work ethic - our attitude about the amount of labor
we are willing to commit to future fortune - will
determine how substantial or how meager that fortune
turns out to be.
Enterprise is always better than ease. Every time we
choose to do less than we could, this error in judgment
has an effect on our self-confidence. Repeated every day,
we soon find ourselves not only doing less than we
should, but also being less than we could. The
accumulative effect of this error in judgment can be
devastating.
FORTUNATELY, IT IS EASY TO REVERSE THE
PROCESS

Any day we choose we can develop a new discipline of
doing rather than neglecting.
Every time we choose action over ease or labor over
rest, we develop an increasing level of self-worth, selfrespect and self- confidence
In the final analysis, it is how we feel about ourselves
that provides the greatest reward from any activity.
It is not what we get that makes us valuable; it is what
we become in the process of doing that brings value into
our lives. It is activity that converts human dreams into
human reality, and that conversion from idea into
actuality gives us a personal value that can come from no
other source.
So feel free to not only engage in enterprise, but also
to enjoy it to it's fullest along with all the benefits that
are soon to come!
To Your Success,
Jim Rohn

Please see Oil Sands An Emerging Global Growth Star on page 3
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Oil Sands An Emerging Global Growth Star
ExxonMobil forecast predicts output of four million barrels a day by 2030
By: Gordon Jaremko, The Edmonton Journal
Published: Wednesday, November 7th, 2007

Edmonton – As oil leaps towards a new landmark high of $100 US a barrel, the
world's top investor-owned producer has singled out Alberta as an emerging global star
of production growth.
In Oilsands output will multiply fourfold to more than four million barrels daily by 2030,
ExxonMobil Corp. predicts in a new international industry outlook report. And that forecast
errs on the conservative side by projecting "fundamentals" of demand and supply trends
instead of relying on prices to stay sky-high, ExxonMobil spokesman Allan Jeffers said
Tuesday.
Oil jumped to $96.67 a barrel, up $2.69 in New York trading Tuesday on fears of global supply
disruptions after storms battered North Sea production platforms and guerrillas attacked a
pipeline in Yemen.
A daily trade report by GLJ Publications of Calgary described the market as "incredibly
volatile," pointing out it "has bounced around over the past week, not once posting consecutive
gains or losses."
Edmonton refinery postings for Alberta output Tuesday ranged from $60.74 for low-grade
heavy crude to $91.11 for premium oilsands synthetic production. The Canadian benchmarks
are translations of international prices, adjusted for pipeline tolls and currency exchange rates.
ExxonMobil's high oilsands expectations are realistic and reasonable, said Bob Dunbar, an
Alberta industry veteran whose Strategy West Inc. specializes in the field.
Output from the northern bitumen belt would grow to six million barrels a day if all known
projects were built on their announced schedules, Dunbar said.

The First Frontiersman: John
George "Kootenai" Brown in
Pincher Creek, c. 1900. He
soaked up oil in gunnysacks
to lubricate his wagons.

While no one believes the current spike will last, the looming new record high is seen as
confirming that a new era of premium prices has arrived to stay, he said.

“While no one believes the current spike will last, the looming new record high
is seen as confirming that a new era of premium prices has arrived to stay”
Bob Dunbar, Strategy West Inc.
When the oilsands rush began in the late 1990s developers only relied on markets to stay in a range of $20 to $30 a barrel.
To be profitable, new projects today count on sustained averages in a higher band of $60 to $70, Dunbar estimated.
The parallel increase in the value of Canada's dollar has made the current oil price rise less significant than its early-2000s
breakthrough past $50 a barrel, said Greg Stringham, vice-president of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers.
The loonie's rise to $1.08 US has cut $100-a-barrel oil down to a largely psychological landmark, he said. The imminent
new record in name is in practice only equivalent to $58 oil at formerly prevailing exchange rates that pegged the
Canadian dollar in the 65-cent US range, Stringham estimated.
But the currency gain bailed out consumers by reducing effects of international oil increases on Canadian gasoline prices,
said Cathy Hay of MJ Ervin and Associates, a veteran specialist in the field. The loonie's rise has been continuously
Please see Oil Sands An Emerging Global Star on page 4
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Oil Sands A Global Star…
F actored into pump prices, holding them below $1 a
litre this fall in Edmonton, for instance, even though oil
has jumped by $18 a barrel or 23 per cent over the past
four weeks alone.
Edmonton pump prices averaged 96.8 cents a litre
Tuesday, up 3.4 cents from the previous weekly MJ
Ervin national survey. The Canadian average was $1.02,
up about a penny.
Consumers are also shielded by the timing of the current
oil spike, Hay added. Late-fall price markups are only
about one-third to one-half as steep as in summer when
high driving season demand enables the industry to pass
on all costs of crude oil price increases, she said.
So what is the effect of the looming leap to $100 oil on
the conventional drilling side of the Alberta industry?
"It doesn't make any difference -- and that's the
disturbing part," said Don Herring, president of the
Canadian Association of Oilwell Drilling Contractors.
Natural gas is the target of most Alberta drilling, and its
price, depressed by surpluses and the rising value of the
loonie, remains in a hard-times range, Herring said.
Gas dropped 13.2 cents US in New York trading
Tuesday to $7.87 per thousand cubic feet, below the $8plus range where Canadian industry leaders say it has to
rebound and stay for a sustained period to rekindle
slowed drilling.

“Success is counted sweetest by those
who ne'er succeed” -Emily Dickinson
Barring a surprise gas price recovery, CAODC predicts
western Canadian drilling will drop to 13,735 wells in 2008
-- 16 per cent fewer than a projected 16,393 wells this year
and down 38 per cent from 22,298 wells in 2006.
An oil leap to $100 a barrel could do more harm than good
by deceiving the public and politicians into thinking the
industry can afford natural gas royalty hikes proposed by
Premier Ed Stelmach, Herring said.
Only a minority of firms can switch to increasingly scarce
oil drilling targets, said Gary Leach, executive director of
the 470-company Small Explorers and Producers
Association of Canada.
The province is keeping close tabs on energy prices. The
next quarterly forecast of government revenues and
surpluses are coming soon, Alberta Finance spokesman Jay
O'Neill said.

Boiling It Down:
Not to harp on oil as our economy is much more
diverse, but hey, it certainly influences Alberta’s rapid
growth. High dollar, Royalty taxes, Pine Beetles and
hiccups will come and go. Big thinkers look long-term
and that’s what we’ve got: a good, long stretch ahead.
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